
Customized Membrane Switches 

Membrane Switch Technology has been a proven methodology to supply compelling aesthetics, price 

effective switching know-how and excessive functionality.  Once you touch a switch or capacity on the 

board, you push the front and space layer. As the swap is softer, clients can with out a lot of a stretch 

change capacities or movement switches. You possibly can likewise discover membrane switches in 

several gadgets like distant controls, aeration and cooling programs, and TELEVISION. Layer switches 

likewise have a position of safety, are something however troublesome to wash, and diminish fixing 

hassle. Updating your operations and devices with membrane layer innovation can be among the finest 

issues you'll do. 

Dyna-Graphics has the wide-ranging functionality to produce a wide variety of custom membrane 

switches, together with steel dome tactile membrane switches, non-tactile membrane switches, plastic 

dome tactile membrane switches, and Okay-Movement membrane switches. Dyna-Graphics also 

produces custom non-tactile membrane switches for a wide variety of uses. 

Each non-tactile membrane switches and metallic dome tactile switches have been cycled properly over 

5 million occasions, making certain excessive reliability within the custom Dyna-Graphics' line of Ok 

flexible circuits -Movement membrane switches is one other very price-efficient membrane swap to 

meet the demanding requirements of a wide range of client functions. 

We are able to bring all the necessary components and components collectively to create a completed 

product that meets your distinctive necessities: the membrane switch itself, a PCB to manage its 

features, a custom panel to support the swap and PCB, the outside casing, LED lights and LCD show 

screens (if wanted), fully put in wiring, mounting brackets, and extra. 

Win Trade has been instantly involved in designing and fabricating membrane switches for over thirty 

years. We use the membrane swap expertise to understand easy methods to keep away from design 

pitfalls and can specify the proper material sets wanted to fulfill the reliability requirements. Membrane 

switch expertise of Win Industry produce two major varieties of membrane switches: tactile and non-

tactile switches. 
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